Neural Machine Translation (NMT) based on the encoder-decoder architecture has recently achieved the state-of-the-art performance. Researchers have proven that extending word level attention to phrase level attention by incorporating source-side phrase structure can enhance the attention model and achieve promising improvement. However, word dependencies that can be crucial to correctly understand a source sentence are not always in a consecutive fashion (i.e. phrase structure), sometimes they can be in long distance. Phrase structures are not the best way to explicitly model long distance dependencies. In this paper we propose a simple but effective method to incorporate source-side long distance dependencies into NMT. Our method based on dependency trees enriches each source state with global dependency structures, which can better capture the inherent syntactic structure of source sentences. Experiments on Chinese-English and English-Japanese translation tasks show that our proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art SMT and NMT baselines.
Introduction
Recently, Neural Machine Translation (NMT) with the attention-based encoder-decoder framework [Bahdanau et al., 2015] has achieved significant improvements in translation quality of many language pairs such as English-German, English-French and Chinese-English [Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015a; . In a conventional NMT model, an encoder maps the source sentence of various lengths into sequences of intermediate hidden vector representations. Then these hidden vectors are combined, weighted by attention mechanism, and used by the decoder to generate translations. In most cases, both encoder and decoder are implemented as recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
Currently, many methods have been proposed to improve the sequence-to-sequence NMT model since it was first proposed by [Bahdanau et al., 2015; Sutskever et al., 2014] . Previous work mostly focuses on addressing the problem of * Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research.
out-of-vocabulary words [Jean et al., 2015] , designing attention mechanism [Luong et al., 2015a] , and more efficient parameter learning . These methods regard sentences as sequences of words where the syntactic structures inherent in languages are neglected.
Recently, inspired by the successful application of sourceside syntactic information in statistic machine translation (SMT) [Liu et al., 2006] , [Eriguchi et al., 2016b] propose a new attentional NMT model which takes advantage of the source-side syntactic information based on the Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar [Sag et al., 1999] . They align each target word with both source words and source phrases. This kind of extension is effective to handle cases that one target word may correspond to a fragment of consecutive source words. However, the long distance syntactic dependencies of the source-side, which can be crucial to correctly understand a sentence, are not explicitly concerned in all previous work. Although, in theory, the encoder RNN is able to remember sufficiently long history, we can still observe substantial incorrect translations which are both fluent and grammatical but violate the meaning of source sentences. Figure 1 shows an incorrect translation example which relates to the source syntactic structure. Though the translation is well formed and grammatical, its meaning is inconsistent with the given source sentence. The NMT model can not well capture the dependency between word "(patients)" (subject) and " (see the doctor)" (predicate). Even for the phrase attention based model, this kind of relations still can not be explicitly modeled as the words are inconsecutive and in long distance. This demonstrates that it still remains a challenge for NMT encoder to capture such subtle long-range word dependencies for correctly understanding source sentences. Actually, syntactic dependency trees can well address and model such long-distance word correspondence. In Figure 1 , if the dependency between the root word "(see the doctor)" and its subject word "(patients)" denoted by a link can be encoded by the NMT encoder, the NMT model is more likely to generate a correct translation.
In this paper, we address the above problem and propose to improve NMT by leveraging the source-side dependency tree to explicitly incorporate source word dependencies into NMT framework. Based on source dependency trees, we enrich each encoder state from both child-to-head and head-tochild with global knowledge from the dependency structure. Two extra sequences are extracted with structural knowledge and encoded by another two RNNs which are used to improve the encoder states. With the enriched source states, the decoder generates target translation via attention mechanism in the same way as in most NMT models. We will describe our method in detail in Section 3. We evaluate our method on publicly available data sets with ChineseEnglish and English-Japanese translation tasks. Experimental results on Chinese-English task show that our model significantly improves translation accuracy over the conventional NMT and SMT baseline systems. Experiments on EnglishJapanese task also show that our method can achieve better performance than the state-of-the-art tree-based NMT model in [Eriguchi et al., 2016b] . The major differences between our work and previous treebased method [Eriguchi et al., 2016b] are in two folds:
(1) We model source word relations that are important for understanding source sentences, however, they focus on the mismatch problem that one target word may attend to a source phrase (multiple consecutive words).
(2) Our model enhances the NMT by enriching each encoder state with global source dependency structure, however, they improve NMT model by proposing a phrase level attention.
Background
Different from SMT consisting of multiple sub-models, NMT is an end-to-end paradigm [Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015] directly modeling the conditional translation probability p(Y |X) of the source sentence X = x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,...,x n and the target Y = y 1 ,y 2 ,y 3 ,...,y m with the RNN encoder and the RNN decoder. The RNN encoder bidirectionally encodes the source sentence into a sequence of context vectors H = h 1 ,h 2 ,h 3 ,...,h n , where
and h i are calculated by two RNNs from left-to-right and right-to-left respectively as follows,
where f RN N can be a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [Cho et al., ] or a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] in practice. In this paper, we use GRU for all RNNs.
Based on target history and the source context, the RNN decoder computes the target translation in sequence by
Typically, for the jth target word, the probability p(y j |y <j , H) is computed by
where g is a nonlinear, potentially multi-layered, function that outputs the probability of y i , s j is the j-th hidden state of decoder RNN, computed by
c j is the source context which is calculated by the attention mechanism. The attention mechanism is proposed to softly align each decoder state with the encoder states, where the attention score a jk is computed to explicitly quantify how much each source word contributes to the target word at each time step
The calculation for e jk can be in several ways [Luong et al., 2015b] , in this paper we compute e jk by
where v a , W a , U a are the weight matrix. The final source context c j is the weighted sum of all encoder states
The overview of the attention-based NMT is shown in Figure  2 . Although the attention mechanism is effective to model the correspondences between source and target, the long distance syntactic dependencies in the source-side still remain a challenged for a conventional NMT model. 
Our Method
To incorporate syntactic word relations into NMT, we propose to take advantage of the dependency tree to explicitly model source word dependencies for NMT encoder. Dependency tree is always used to characterize dependency relationships between words. Each word in the tree has a parent word which it depends on, except for the root word. There are no constituent labels in a dependency tree, the tree directly models word dependencies and syntactic structures of arbitrary distance. Figure 3 (a) gives an example of a dependency tree. Arrows point from the head node to its child nodes. Given a source sentence X = x 1 , x 2 , .., x j , .., x n , where n is the sentence length, and its corresponding dependency tree T , we denote w h as a possible head node in T , w h l as the leftmost child node (or a leftmost subtree) of w h , w h r as the rightmost child node (or a rightmost subtree) of w h , and w h 1 , ..., w h j as the rest child nodes (or subtrees) of w h . All w belongs to X. Based on the dependency tree T , two kinds of dependency structures are extracted which are Child Enriched Structure (CES) and Head Enriched Structure (HES). In this section, we will introduce CES and HES respectively and how to incorporate them into NMT model.
Child Enriched Structure
In most previous work which attempts to leverage syntactic structure in neural networks such as [Tai et al., 2015] , a bottom-up fashion is used to construct representations for syntactic trees. That means leaf nodes are used as inputs for the construction of head nodes. This kind of encoding is good enough to make representations for the whole trees, which can facilitate tasks like sentiment classification, predicting the semantic relatedness of two sentences and so on. However, in the sequence to sequence generation tasks, especially neural machine translation, the generation of each target word may depend on arbitrary source word. Thus each source hidden state is expected to contain sufficient source information which can contribute to a better decoding. In contrast to the bottom-up fashion which leverages leaves to enrich heads, we propose a child enriched structure (CES) to enrich child nodes with global syntactic structures based on the dependency tree. Two kinds of context are defined in this structure (1) Figure 3 (b) gives a brief introduction of the two kinds of context. For the head node "(minister)", it is a context for "(EU)" based on (1), and " (EU)" is a context for "(culture)" denoted by the dashed arrow based on (2). When the child node is a sub-tree rather than a leaf node, for example, "(minister)" and "(in)" are children of " (holds)", in this case the whole left-side subtree (left box) should be a context for building the right-side subtree (right box). To encode this kind of structure in NMT, we use another sequence generated by the pre-order traversal from the dependency tree. We find that this kind of traversal perfectly caters to both (1) and (2) as illustrated by the path of dashed arrows in Figure 3 (b).
Head Enriched Structure
In addition to child enriched structure, we also enrich the head nodes with its child nodes in the head enriched structure (HES). For this structure, another two kinds of context are defined,
(1) The first one is the same with the second one in CES.
(2) w h r is a direct context for w h .
Figure 3 (c) gives a brief introduction of HES. For the construction of sub-tree in the left box, "(EU)" is first regarded as context for its neighbor "(culture)", then " (culture)" is used to enrich "(minister)". In addition, the former sub-tree in the left box is context for its neighbor sub-tree in the right box. To encode this kind of structure for NMT, we use another sequence generated by post-order traversal from the dependency tree which perfectly caters to the above description of HES as illustrated by the path of dashed arrows in Figure 3 (c).
The Computation in Encoder
We use two extra RNNs named CES-RNN and HES-RNN to encode the two structural sequences in addition to the bidirectional RNNs (bi-RNN). Thus for each source word x j , we have four hidden state vectors generated by the encoder. We denote the two hidden vectors for word x j from the bidirectional RNNs as h j and h j , and denote h l j as the hidden vector from CES-RNN, h h j as the hidden vector from HES-RNN. The final hidden vector h j used in the decoder is calculated by the four vectors. We do not directly concatenate them, because this may have the problem that the concatenated vector contains much more information than is necessary for decoding. We apply a MLP function with a smaller hidden size to the four recurrent states before the attention model, as below
where W h , U h , V h and F h are weight matrices. This allows the model to combine the hidden vectors and filter out redundant information. The decoder and attention mechanism of our model remain the same with the conventional NMT model shown in Figure 2 . We give an overview of the encoder in Figure 4 . Due to space limitation, the detailed structure of our encoder is only illustrated at timestamp 3. The index k is the last word in the CES sequence which may not be the n-th word of X so as to d. Specially, the original sequence of the source sentence X is the in-order sequence of the dependency tree which indeed contains structural information from a linguistic perspective. In the following sections, we refer to our method as Source Syntax-aware NMT (SSNMT) model.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on the Chinese-English translation task as well as the English-Japanese translation task where the same data set from WAT 2016 ASPEC corpus [Nakazawa et al., 2016] 1 is used for a fair comparison with other work. In addition, we also evaluate the performance of our model in terms of source sentence length. 
Setup
In the Chinese-English translation task, the bilingual training data consists of a set of LDC datasets 2 , which has 1M sentence pairs with around 24.5M Chinese words and 28.3M English words. The development data set is NIST2003, and the testing data are NIST2005, NIST2006, NIST2008 and NIST2012 evaluation sets. All the English words are lowercased in training and testing.
In the English-Japanese translation task, we use top 1.5M sentence pairs from ASPEC English-Japanese corpus. The development data contains 1,790 sentences, and the test data contains 1,812 sentences with single reference per source sentence. For the Japanese side, we employ KyTea [Neubig et al., ] as the segmentation method.
For the source-side dependency structures of both tasks, we use two in-house developed arc-eager dependency parsers based on work in [Zhang and Nivre, 2011] which are trained on Penn Treebank and Chinese Treebank data respectively to process the source data.
In the neural network training, we limit the vocabulary size to 30K high frequency words for both source and target languages. All low frequency words are normalized into a special token unk and post-processed by following the work in [Luong et al., 2015b] . The size of word embeddings is set to 512 for both tasks. The dimensions of hidden states for all RNNs are set to 1024. All model parameters are initialized randomly with Gaussian distribution and trained on a NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is used to tune parameters with a learning rate of 1.0 and a batch size of 128. In the update procedure, Adadelta [Zeiler, 2012] algorithm is used to automatically adapt the learning rate. We use the beam search strategy for decoding with a beam size of 12.
Two baselines are used in our experiments which are a phrasal system and a neural translation system, denoted by HPSMT and RNNsearch respectively. HPSMT is an in-house implementation of the hierarchical phrase-based model [Chiang, 2005] , where a 4-gram language model is trained using the modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [Kneser and Ney, ] algorism over the English Gigaword corpus (LDC2009T13) plus the target data from the bilingual corpus. RNNsearch is an inhouse implementation of the attention-based neural machine translation model [Bahdanau et al., 2015] using the same parameter settings as illustrated before including word embedding size, hidden vector dimension, beam size, as well as the same mechanism for OOV word processing.
The evaluation results are reported with the caseinsensitive IBM BLEU-4 [Papineni et al., 2002] . A statistical significance test is performed using the bootstrap resampling method proposed by [Koehn, 2004] with a 95% confidence level. For English-Japanese task, we use the official evaluation procedure provided by WAT 2016.
3 , where both BLEU and RIBES [Isozaki et al., 2010] are used for evaluation. We also compare our method with previous tree-to-sequence model proposed by [Eriguchi et al., 2016b] . Table 2 : Evaluation results on English-Japanese translation task. All NMT methods are single models with single layer for both encoder and decoder. Results from ensemble models are not listed.
Evaluation on Chinese-English Translation
We first evaluate our method on the Chinese-English translation task. The evaluation results over all NIST test sets against baselines are listed in Table 1 . SSNMT\HES denotes SS-NMT excluding head enriched structure and only use CES, and SSNMT\CES refers to excluding head enriched structure. Generally, all NMT models outperform HPSMT on the average BLEU showing that NMT models usually achieve better results than SMT model. Compared with RNNsearch, our SSNMT with the two structural sequences performs better with a gain of about 1 BLEU point on average, which shows that the structural context provided by the two sequences bring a positive effect on a conventional NMT. In addition, we also investigate the effects of the two sequences separately. According to Table 1, "SSNMT\HES" and "SSNMT\CES" can improve the performance of RNNsearch by about 0.49 and 0.57 BLEU point on average respectively. This demonstrates that the two sequences can bring positive effect on NMT from different perspectives where CES encodes structure information to each child node and HES in contrast enriches head nodes with its children.
Evaluation on English-Japanese Translation
In this section, we report results on the English-Japanese translation task. To have a fair comparison in the experiments, we use the same training data and follow the pre-processing steps recommended in WAT 2016 4 as well as the official evaluation procedure provided by WAT 2016.
5 Table 2 shows the comparison results from 8 systems with the evaluation metrics of BLEU and RIBES. The results in the first 3 rows are produced by SMT systems taken from the official WAT 2016. The remaining results are from NMT systems, among which the bottom two rows are taken from our in-house NMT systems and others refer to the results in [Eriguchi et al., 2016a] . It notes that the English-Japanese translation result of [Luong et al., 2015a] is also taken from [Eriguchi et al., 2016a] . All the results are from single models without ensemble. According to Table 2 , NMT results still outperform SMT results, which is similar to our Chinese-English evaluation results. Our RNNsearch can achieve comparable results with the NMT model in [Luong et al., 2015a] . When adding both CES and HES, SSNMT outperforms all the other NMT models where 0.94 more BLEU point is achieved compared with the previous tree-to-sequence model in [Eriguchi et al., 2016b] . This demonstrates that the source-side long distance dependencies captured by our method indeed have a positive effect on the translation performance.
Effect on Long Sentences
In this Section, we make a further comparison between our SSNMT and the RNNsearch baseline. As our method can take advantage of source long distance dependencies, it is more likely to generate complete translations and consistent meaning with source sentences even though the source length becomes longer. We evaluate the BLEU performance on the test sets of the two tasks with respect to the length of source sentences. Five groups of sentences are collected on the Japanese test set and the merged Chinese test set of NIST 2005 , NIST 2006 , NIST 2008 and NIST 2012 . The statistic of the five groups is shown in Table 3 . Figure 5 shows the evaluation results on the ChineseEnglish translation task. Clearly, our method always yields consistently higher BLEU scores than the RNNsearch baseline in terms of different lengths. When the length comes to "50+", our method outperforms the baseline most. This is because our method can encode source-side syntactic structures and provide more global knowledge for each source state which contributes to a better result. The BLEU results on the English-Japanese test set is shown in Figure 6 . There is the same tendency for BLEU scores with the results on ChineseEnglish task. Notably, on the "50+" group, our method still outperforms the baseline most by a margin of 4.21 BLEU points. This again shows the effective of our method on long source sentences. Figure 6 : BLEU evaluation on the English-Japanese test set with respect to lengths of source sentence.
Translation Example
In this section, we give a case study to explain how our method works. Figure 7 gives a translation example from Chinese-English task. HPSMT and RNNsearch refer to the translation results form our SMT and NMT baselines. It is clear that the translations from NMT models are much better than SMT. Compared with RNNsearch, SSNMT generates a better translation. Though RNNsearch keeps most meaning of the source sentence, it fails to identify the subject of the whole sentence. In fact, the subject "(day)" has a long attribute which may interfere the translation but can be clearly modeled by the dependency tree (in the rectangle). Taking
[Source] 人类 永久 和平 和 稳定 的 一天 即将 到来 . [Reference] the day when mankind can enjoy eternal peace and stability will soon arrive. [HPSMT] human permanent peace and stability of the day dawns .
[RNNsearch] human beings permanent peace and stability will soon come here . [SSNMT] the day of mankind 's permanent peace and stability will soon come .
. 人类 this kind of information into account, our SSNMT can generate a more correct translation.
Related Work
Incorporating linguistic knowledge into machine translation has been extensively studied in Statistic Machine Translation (SMT) [Shen et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2006] . [Liu et al., 2006] proposed a tree-to-string alignment template for SMT to leverage source side syntactic information. [Shen et al., 2008] proposed a target dependency language model for SMT decoder based on the target-side dependency tree.These methods have successfully applied syntactic of either source or target to SMT and show promising improvement.
Recently, the attention-based Neural machine translation (NMT) becomes an emerging translation framework. The attention mechanism in NMT enables the model to translate while aligning each target with the source. However, in most existing NMT models, source sentences are treated as sequences where the syntactic knowledge is neglected. Some effort has been done to incorporate source syntax into NMT to enhance the attention model [Eriguchi et al., 2016b; Hashimoto and Tsuruoka, 2017; Sennrich and Haddow, 2016] . [Eriguchi et al., 2016b] proposed a tree-tosequence attentional NMT model where source-side parse tree was used and achieved promising improvement. [Sennrich and Haddow, 2016] incorporated linguistic features to improve the NMT performance by appending feature vectors to word embeddings. [Hashimoto and Tsuruoka, 2017] proposed a multi-task framework to learn both source parsing and translation. Difference from previous syntax-based work, in this paper we focus on improve NMT encoder with sourceside long-distance word dependencies.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a simple but effective method to incorporate source dependency structure into NMT encoder. Our model can explicitly model word dependencies in the source sentence. Experimental results show that our method can achieve promising improvement over the conventional NMT model and outperform the state-of-the-art tree-to-string NMT model. In the future, along this research direction, we will try to effectively leverage more information from the dependency tree, such as arc-labels, pos-tag.
